2020 Vision: trends to define the next decade

Empowering People
Technology empowers all of us to
achieve more. But technology alone
cannot make business decisions for
us—people still matter in strategic
business management. Our behavior and our motivations, the changing dynamics of communications,
technology evolution, and the way
these forces collide and intersect in
our daily lives … all of this has an
impact on the business decisions
that lead to innovation.

This report explores the trends that
we believe will have the greatest impact for organizations, customers,
employees, clients, and partners in
2020 and beyond. Researched and
written by the Microsoft Advertising Brand Studio, we’re interested
in the intersection of advertising
technology and people’s behavior,
and how this intersection impacts
your brand.

For this report, we’ve defined five
At Microsoft Advertising, we be- categories of influence:
lieve innovation, trust, privacy, data, Culture,
and communications are critical to
shaping our future. We strive to be Marketing,
your partner in technology, adver- Media,
tising and design experience, and Technology
help you create intelligent connecand Economics.
tions.

We w i l l e x a m i n e w h a t m e d i a
planners and marketers need to understand about each category and
how they overlap with each other to
influence behavior. We’ll also look
back at some lessons learned from
the past decade that may help us
determine what happens next.

A Look in the
Rear-View:
Trends of the 2010s
FIRST, LET’S REVIEW THE TRENDS FROM THE PAST
DECADE (2010 TO THE PRESENT) AND DISCUSS HOW
THEY WILL INFLUENCE HOW WE OPERATE IN
THE NEXT DECADE...
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CULTURE

We Are All Media
The democratization of media and
communications has led to the liberation of people (literally) in some
parts of the world and customers
in others. Having access to vast
amounts of information via the
smartphones in our pockets has
given rise to a new buyer’s journey based on personal experiences,
wants, likes and needs. Instead of
the traditional, mostly linear path to
purchase, in the 2010s, the buyer’s
journey began to look more like a
rock-climbing wall.

Today, people learn about brands
through word-of-mouth, sponsored
content, and ‘edutainment’ rather
than advertisements. This trend has
inspired consumer fascination with
user-generated content, online reviews, and star ratings. Additionally, people are empowered through
eCommerce and social media to
build successful businesses out of
their homes.
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MARKETING

Engagement State
Marketers now know that engagement is the most important success
metric. Four distinct engagement
methods emerged over the past 10
years: Platforms (TV; Online), Context (Program; Website), Message
(Ad or Communication) and Experience (Store/Event).

We also began to measure brand
engagement and performance
based on calls to action, and attribution models evolved to track when
or where people take those actions. What’s left to figure out is the
“why.” In other words, what causes
someone to take action and engage
with a brand?
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MEDIA

Two Microphones and a Wi-Fi Connection
An upstart blog grows into a media
company that steals market share
from ESPN. A youth brand springs
from the pages of an indie magazine and becomes a trusted news
source for investigative journalism.
An all-podcast platform dedicated
solely to sports blossoms into the
new talk radio. Events like these
were the story of the last decade.
If you had a voice and a blog with
high search engine rankings and
could imagine a new expression of
media, you could make it happen.

And as the 2010s brought disruption, legacy and venture-backed
media companies felt the pressure.
Some didn’t survive while others
were sold off in parts.
Where is media headed the next
decade? It’s hard to predict: video,
programmatic media, streaming,
audio, out-of-home advertising,
and mixed-reality experiences will
enter the fray and possibly lead to
new models of experimentation.

O nce that happens, w hat w ill
become of podcasts, streaming TV,
linear TV, and search?
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TECHNOLOGY

“Hey Siri, What’s the Weather?”
The 2010s ushered in the age of
Intelligent Assistants (IAs). Powered
by Artificial Intelligence, the technology buzzword of the decade, IAs
such as Alexa, Echo, Google Home,
and others began doing our bidding
and answering our questions.
Today’s advanced algorithms enable us to say “Set a timer,” “Play
this song,” “Set up this meeting” or
“Create this list.”
We can ask “What’s the weather?”
or “Where’s a good sushi place near
me?” and our IAs dutifully respond
with the information we need.

Additionally, new user interfaces
emerged to help power the Internet
of Things (IoT) and control everything from the temperature inside
your home to the ignition switch in
your smart car.
All it takes to activate this AIpowered reality is an invocation
such as “Hey, Siri,” “Hey, Cortana,”
“Alexa, tell me…” or “OK, Google”
and you’re off to the races. We’ve
become accustomed to having our
IAs handy, and now many of us
can’t imagine life without them.
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ECONOMICS

Automation Overdrive
During the last decade, you couldn’t
go wrong investing in tech solutions
to power your business. Digital
transformation helped businesses
in every industry improve efficiency
and change how customers engaged with them. Hypergrowth led
to Unicorns — companies that “built
fast and broke things.”

But, although architects designed
solutions that worked, many failed
to consider their human audience.
Emails went to no-reply addresses.
Advertisements creepily popped up
on newsfeeds after one spoke about
a brand on a phone call or in a text
message.

In this decade, expect to see the
pendulum swing the other way, as
businesses work to humanize their
designs and interactions with target
audiences.

On the Radar:
Trends of the 2020s
NEW TRENDS ARE EMERGING IN THE SAME FIVE CATEGORIES
FOR THE NEXT DECADE. LET’S EXPLORE THE TRENDS WE FEEL
WILL HAVE THE GREATEST IMPACT ON HOW WE INTERACT
WITH EACH OTHER, OUR CUSTOMERS AND PROSPECTS,
OUR PARTNERS AND THE WORLD AT LARGE.
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CULTURE

Private Social Trust
If you choose companies based
on their commitment to the social
good, should those companies be
forthright about how they use their
data?
During the next decade, consumers will increasingly subscribe to the
Betterness Manifesto, and brands
will need to shift directions to win
them over. For example, brands that
support sustainability and produce
climate-friendly products will prevail. Even Salesforce CEO Mark Benioff says growth economics may
need to be re-imagined. All of this is
leading to a movement of “private
social trust.”

Over the last few years, we have
amplified our opinions and intent
across social networks based on the
searches we conducted and other
behaviors that were closely monitored and analyzed by brands. But
we’re beginning to move away from
an always-on public existence to a
more private world built around
personal social circles. In this new
world, private chats and messaging
zones, and word-of-mouth recommendations are what people will
trust.

How do brands gain traction in an
environment where adblocking and
tracking become the norm? How
will we understand intent as the
signals we’ve used for the past 10
years become unavailable because
of increasing data oversight and
new regulations shaking up the ad
tech space? In this new reality, only
the brands that build trust with consumers will have relevance.
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MARKETING

BLOCKED YOU
Tracking and targeting customers
will be harder to do well for a few
reasons: Stricter regulations around
how companies use data, and the
rising use of tools and browsers that
block ads and tracking.
California, for example, is introducing GDPR-like legislation called
the California Consumer Privacy
Act (CCPA), which requires companies to delete customer information
if the customer asks them to. This
law may give rise to similar legislation across the other 49 states. With
more oversight about how businesses use consumer data, targeted
marketing will be challenging to implement.

Some brands may turn to highly
interactive ads that rely less on engagement in the form of a “like” or
clickthrough and more on the backand-forth banter between the ad
experience and the consumer. Think
of an interactive ad asking you to
“Choose Your Own Adventure” then
responding with additional interaction or next step based on your
choice. In search, this type of interaction could begin to replace the
practice of clicking through to a
web page or content download.

New platforms will create experiences that look more like a personal concierge than an ad, leveraging
interactivity that makes consumers
feel like they’re texting a friend — not
being sold something by a brand.
Eventually, brands will begin to
rebuild the trust they’ve lost and
become “unblocked.”
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MEDIA

Mashups and Mutations
Traditional media (and even original
digital media) will mutate, converge
and consolidate to create new offerings. Here’s what we can anticipate:
· D ispl a y + N at i ve + Search will
converge to build new online advertising solutions that were previously
in siloes.
· TV + Online Viewing Behavior will
create new programmatic ad targeting within streaming TV menus
(Netflix, Hulu, Disney+, etc.).
· Improved Retail Search will enable
a new eCommerce landscape.

These new offerings create a whole
new marketplace with their own demand and supply. Streaming entertainment will be the major focus of
audience-based buying. Additionally, media is segmenting into niches, offering consumers diverse perspectives and catering to the edges.
Mass media is now out of favor with
consumers as a source of personalized and niche/cult media. And although linear TV won’t die, it will
take a back seat to connected TV,
where almost anyone can start and
program a channel.

The 2010s trend, Two Microphones
and a Wi-Fi Signal, will continue
to have influence in the coming
decade. More relevant and targeted
advertising will be possible on
streaming TV because data on
the backend will enable highperforming ads to be delivered to
extremely targeted audiences. A
mashup of search, audience-based
buying and news content will fuel
many of the evolving platforms to
watch.
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TECHNOLOGY

The Victory of Defaults
The process of understanding the
buyer’s journey and marketing performance based on that journey can
be measured by what we call the
Customer Experience Quotient™.
This metric is becoming more important as the rise of AI and personal assistants impacts ad delivery
systems. Top choices, as determined
by AI-powered search algorithms,
will become the default consumer favorites and allow those who
develop for AI to win entire digital
marketplaces.
In the 2010s, voice user interfaces
became popular, setting the stage
for a world in which discovery and
answers based on solutions take
precedence.

Brands that map how customers can
solve problems will become more
prominent.
Think about this exceptional customer experience example: You type
into a search engine how to edit a
video using video editing software.
The default brand with that solution
gives you not only a tutorial on how
to use it but a guest login for a free
trial. At the same time, they dispatch
an expert who offers to coach you
through the tutorial at a time convenient to your schedule. Impressed
by the exceptional customer experience the brand delivers, you’re likely to become a customer. That’s the
Customer Experience Quotient in
action.

In 2020 and beyond, the brand who
delivers on the customer experience
becomes the default brand, not because of an ad, but because of the
experience it provides in response
to the ad. This is how brands will
differentiate themselves and maintain a competitive edge.
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ECONOMICS

Zebras Eat Unicorns
Disruptive models from the 2010s
centered around automated design
that lacked human elements. As
a result, the rise of Unicorns may
give way to a new model — or animal — that isn’t fictitious: zebras.
Zebras fix what Unicorns break by
feeding on them and getting stronger. Unicorns have a weakness:
They’re all about building fast and
realizing big returns. But they literally burn out into non-existence because they’re not built to last. Why?
Because Unicorns weren’t real in the
first place.

But Zebras are real — and built to
last. In the 2020s, a company’s business model will be the first domino
in a long chain of consequences. In
short, “The business model is the
message.” From that business model
flows company culture and beliefs,
strategies for success and end-user
experiences that, ultimately, shape
society. New, alternative business
models that are at odds with the
startup status quo will balance profit and purpose, champion democracy and put a premium on sharing
power and resources. Companies
that create a more just and responsible society will hear, help and heal
the customers and communities
they serve.

Think of our most valuable institutions. Unicorns are rewarded
for disrupting them — even razing
them to the ground. In the 2020s,
the pendulum will swing in support
of companies that are built with infrastructure that subscribes to and
nurtures this new human-centric
philosophy and the technology that
empowers it. The motto of businesses in the 2010s, “Move fast and
break things,” will fade into obscurity. A new phrase, “We have values
that are more than ‘grow fast and
exit,’” will guide business strategies
in the coming decade.
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Personalized Picks from the
Authors of this Report

AYA KIKIMOVA –

GEOFFREY COLON –

STRATEGIC SALES, MICROSOFT ADVERTISING, NEW YORK, NY
Trend to Watch in 2020s: Visual Discovery

HEAD OF MICROSOFT ADVERTISING BRAND STUDIO, REDMOND, WA
Trend to Watch in 2020s: Demetrication

What is it? Visual storytelling that connects consumers to brands in an effortless and
innovative way. Some examples include image or video search and suggested search,
Augmented and Virtual Reality, and new advertising formats across traditional and
digital media. How easy would it be to simply take a picture of something you want
rather than trying to search for it using words? What if the image—not the text—drove
the discovery process and enabled a new gateway to understanding the world around
us?

What is it? Likes. Retweets. Views. Followers. Subscribers. These are the metrics by
which the words, photos, videos—what’s known as content—are assigned a value. They
also make people anxious, depressed and insecure, seeking validation for their personal
brand (the equivalent of a remix of ambulance chasers).

Where did it originate? This trend has its roots in the increasing adoption of mobile
phones worldwide, and the high-speed internet access that has facilitated screen
addiction (and, um, neck problems).
Why will it pick up? With more Gs (5G is hot on our heels) and more memory in our
smartphones, we can watch more of the exciting visual content we crave. This trend is
evidenced by new video streaming services that are launching or have already launched
– think Disney+, HBO Max, Apple TV+, Group Nine Media, Pluto TV, and so on.

Where did it originate? This trend began in 2012 with Benjamin Grosser, an artist and
assistant professor of new media at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
Grosser builds little UX hacks for liberating Facebook, Twitter and Instagram from the
hegemony of hearts, notifications and follows. Install one of his extensions and you’ll
find the room looks the same—but the curtains have disappeared.
Why will it pick up? We create rules for ourselves about how to act within systems
based on what the numbers say, but we don’t realize we’re doing this. Online etiquette
is dictated by digits. An underperforming post gets deleted. Our own posts are shaped
by a hunger for numbers and, over time, we create only what the machine tells us to: The
inflammatory, the incendiary, the infantile.
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Thank You!
STAY EMPOWERED AND INTELLIGENTLY CONNECTED.
Web: MicrosoftAdvertising.AI
Daily Podcast: Insights with Microsoft [Subscribe on Apple Podcasts, Google Podcasts and Spotify]
Facebook: facebook.com/microsoftadvertising
Twitter: twitter.com/msftadvertising
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/showcase/microsoft-advertising/
Instagram: @msftadvertising
YouTube: youtube.com/microsoftadvertising

